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Peter writes:
This Sunday is the first in Advent. Like many of you I will
be wearing something that identifies me with precious
people we will not see this Christmas. I hope everyone in
the church and at home will participate in their own way in
this simple recognition of the isolation caused by the
pandemic. We’re calling it “A Day for Our People.”
Ellen and I would be most grateful if you would send us a
note or give us a call to say what you’ll be wearing. A photo
would be a super bonus. We want to understand this aspect
of your Covid Christmas.
I thought I would share with you a long-ago entry from my
journal about my experience of missing one of my sons.
The Very Rev. Dr. Peter Short
“Every morning he leaves the tent at 8:00 o’clock. He puts on his snowshoes and begins a ten-hour
journey carrying a pack. He follows a line of small installations as one might once have followed a
trapline. But now the probing beneath the ice is electronic. They are looking for zinc.
The pack he carries contains an $80,000 piece of equipment that includes a Global Positioning
System. It can locate the lighter in his pocket within 10 mm anywhere on the surface of the earth.
His movements are monitored by 9 satellites. His backpack cries out and the 9 sisters in space
incline their ears and hear his cry. They know exactly where he is.
Me, I have only the vaguest notion of where he is. I know he left Fredericton for Yellowknife. That
much I understand. Having lived in Yellowknife for 7 years my mind can grasp the sight of a 737
descending out of the startling blue of the northern sky and landing on the runway beside Long
Lake. I can see the ride into town past Max Ward’s old Bristol Freighter all tarted up in red, white,
and blue, anchored permanently to the Canadian Shield.

“A hundred kilometres south of Resolute Bay” he told me
before he left, “6 people, 3 tents, all brought in by
Twin Otter landing on skis."

After Yellowknife, his journey
crosses into territory uncharted in
my imagination. North and east he
goes. Beyond the tree line. Beyond
the Arctic Circle. Somewhere out
there on the ice and tundra at about
72 degrees north latitude there are 3
white tents beside a frozen lake. He
is out there - somewhere. The arctic
foxes, they know precisely where he
is. They have a primal GPS of their
own that can locate the camp meat
supply with uncanny ease. I suppose
the musk ox know where he is too,
but they don’t seem to care.

I looked it up on the map in our National Geographic atlas. It seemed a rather antiquated thing to do
- as if the page should have Leviathan lurking at the edge.”
In church on Sunday I would wear a New York Jets jersey for him, but the Jets are 0 for 10. I would
wear a Habs sweater for our other son in Chelsea but the Habs aren’t even playing. Neither are the
RedBlacks, our daughter’s team in Ottawa. We’ll wear something for them all though, even for our
daughter who lives on the north side! We will see her for sure - unless plans are once more scuttled
by public health restrictions.
Our spiritual guide says it’s important to be part of a team. Jesus gathered a small community to share
his life, his work, and his destiny. We carry that tradition deep in the heart. So please feel free to have
your team with you, wear them in some important fashion, even if they are a million miles away.

This Sunday, Hilary will be wearing a
bracelet that her Dad gave to her Mother for
her 24th birthday.

Peggy, one of our regulars online listeners,
from Ontario, will wear her Harvey Station
t-shirt this Sunday - for nearby is Oromocto
Lake - a place of gathering for her family.

Ellen writes:
Our Covid Christmas is indeed what our
2020 Christmas will be called. Peter and I
will work together with you to help you
connect with your family – your team throughout the coming season in new
ways.

Reverend Ellen Beairsto

As I sit here trying to decide what I
should wear on Sunday, many images
begin to crowd into my mind – some go
back a lifetime. While I still ponder that,
let me share a story with you. It was my
first Christmas home after living in
Germany for 3 years.

As my family sat around talking about the
upcoming Christmas an idea surfaced. We should
have a ‘Homemade’ Christmas. We will draw
names and over the coming months, we each will
create something for that person. Well, picking a
name out of the hat was the easy part – deciding
what to make was a challenge and actually
creating it was even a bigger challenge. (We are
not known for handiwork, but we were determined
to make it work.)

Excitement grew as secret plans began to take shape. Many of our family were coming from afar and
because of the numbers, we decided to celebrate Christmas at the lake using three cottages. Even our
friends and neighbors were excited. One of the camps was equipped with running water but the other
two had to cut a hole in the ice and carry the water up the small embankment.
Several of my nieces and nephews were university age and they spent the afternoon of the 24 th
clearing the snow on the lake so they could lace up their skates and have a hockey game. They even
built a huge bonfire. As midnight approached, we told the Christmas story, lit our candles, and
walked outdoors singing – a little off key, I admit – but it mattered not.
A few things did not go as planned. I remember at three in the morning when the tree fell over or the
screams that could be heard across the lake as my sister rinsed her hair with the water straight from
the lake or when the mice decided to join in the fun.
Family, fun, laughter and simply being together was and is a recipe for our team. What will I wear on
Sunday? I am not sure but more than likely it will have a story to tell. And like Peter, I invite you to
carry “your team” deep in your heart this Sunday and throughout the coming Season.
Looking forward to “A Day for Our People.” Don’t forget to send us a note, a photo or give us a call
to say what you’ll be wearing.
petershort99@gmail.com
ellen.beairsto2@gmail.com

Generous Hearts and Busy Knitting
Needles during Covid
Over 100 pairs of mittens. a couple of
dozen pairs of heavy socks along with
sweaters arrived in our office over the
past few weeks. 'A Christmas Box'
will soon be on its way north.

Peter Short and Ellen Beairsto share an interim ministry at
Wilmot United Church as the congregation prepares to call a
new ministry team.

